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ESSAY

Han China and Imperial Rome were amazing empires in their own way. Both of these civilizations had ways of
maintaining the political control over their people.

Wealthy men often bankrolled artists. Han China and Rome have many similarities between their political
systems. Of the class structure after this, placed only marginally higher, were the plebeians, or peasant class in
China. Since the peasant population in Rome was not as high as Chinas, this led to a greater dependency on
slaves. How to cite this essay Choose cite format:. The Emperor Wu was astonished at the quality of the pork,
and he asked the official how the pork was made so good. Economic Economic decline and political instability
had impoverished the Empire, which was now dependent on barbarian mercenaries and in a state of constant
revolt. During the peaks of these two empires, they controlled the majority of the global population, while the
government structure of the Han and Rome influenced many future societies and empires all over the world;
their society was not unlike the other empires in the world: the same social hierarchy present in almost every
other civilization in this time period existed. For instance wealthy men dominated over women, and poor men.
However, the two civilizations had drastically different methodologies on the exchange of Read More More
about Essay about Similarities and Differences of Rome and Han China. In China, those who wanted to join
the bureaucracy were required to learn many different and difficult topics in order to pass the Civil Service
Exam, few people had the time or money to do so. They shared many similarities as well as many differences
with each other. The influence of the nobility was also weaker as the new merchant class asserted its presence
and wealth energetically; the Han abolished hereditary positions. In Han China, they needed educated officials
to take positions in the society. Han China and Imperial Rome are different, secondly, because of who is in
control of their government. Han society was divided into a number of classes, all played a role within this
complex society. Private production still existed during times when the state monopoly was in place. In
Imperial Rome, the members of the Assembly were chosen based on the votes of the patricians, while in Han
China those who wanted to join the government had to take an exam that determined their knowledge. Many
works of art and construction were done during this period [49]. Even if there was a rift in the social
stratification of the political structure, there were only certain types of people that were allowed to join. As a
result, only about five percent of the population was able to pass the examination and receive titles. Although
those economies were straightforward it allowed civilizations to grow and eventually collapse.


